Sub: Police Estt: Sanctioning Grade Designation as Grade SCPO - Orders issued - reg

Ref: 1, GO(Ms) No 142/2006/Home dated 22-8-2006
    4, PHQ Letter No S3/57497/2011 dated 6-8-2011

Sri. Gopakumar CPO 4138 of Neyyar Dam PS of this unit have completed 15 years of qualifying service in this department. As such he is eligible to be designated as Grade SCPO. As per the references cited he is designated as Grade SCPO with immediate effect on the following conditions.

1. The person so designated will be eligible to wear the uniform of Senior Civil Police Officer,
2. He will not eligible for higher pay and allowance other than what would have received had he not been designated as SCPO,
3. He will be accommodated among the available sanctioned post in the rank of CPO,
4. He will be entrusted with the duties and responsibilities of regular SCPO additionally in such a manner and to such an extent, as the State Police Chief may deem appropriate.
5. He will not be eligible to claim seniority in the cadre of SCPO on the basis of this designation.

The unit heads concerned will detail him for duty as per the directions contained in the reference cited.

05-01-2018
P Asok Kumar IPS,
District Police Chief

To: The Individual through officer concerned
Copy To: The State Police Chief Kerala Tvpm (C/L), The ADGP South Zone,(C/L), The IGP Tvpm Range (C/L) for information. DySP NTA,
IOP PSLA, SHO PSLA, CA to DPC, A6(a), F3(a), G1 seats for information